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RAW PERSONNEL  
& LABOUR HIRE

RAWPERSONNEL specialise in permanent, temporary and contract labour hire and have a proven inclusive and responsive 
mentoring methodology that has resulted in a successful national award-winning labour hire and trade training service.

At RAWPERSONNEL, it is our objective to provide a culturally appropriate framework that succeeds within commercially 
driven guidelines across industry that exist today. The secret to ensuring sustained outcomes is a cross culture approach 
delivered through our dedicated 24/7 mentors and working with likeminded Host partners. RAWPERSONNEL recognise and 
place a large emphasis on ensuring our candidates are supported at both their work and home environments. 

Administration 

Apprentice and 
Traineeships

ROLES WE CAN ASSIST WITH INCLUDE. 

Construction Labourers 
& Operators 

Manufacturing & 
Production

WHY USE A LABOUR HIRE AGENCY? 

RAWPERSONNEL’S LABOUR HIRE PROCESS.

Our specialist team work with your business every step of the way, to ensure we get the right person, not only to match 
your skill set requirements, but to also fit within your team culture.  Once a RAWPersonnel employee commences 
with your business, you can take advantage of our dedicated 24/7 mentors who will maintain regular contact with the 
employee and their supervisor to ensure all parties are supported.  

 Hire request received

 Compare against database  
        - if match found, advise client. If not, advertise

 Candidate screening, interview & profiling

 Verification of licences, tickets & qualifications

 Compulsory medical & drug screening 

 Finalise employee contract & commence  
 onboarding

 On going support, 24/7 mentors & skills  
 gap training

Using a Labour Hire agency is a cost-effective solution for businesses. All RAWPERSONNEL’S casual staff are employed 
by RAWPERSONNEL, your business acts as a temporary “Host” employer for as long as you require them. The process 
commences once your business places a new request with RAWPERSONNEL, then we take care of the advertising, 
shortlisting, interviewing, pre-employment screening, and selection before a candidate starts, along with the payroll, 
superannuation, workcover, and administration for your business once they commence. This takes the stress of hiring 
away from you, allowing you to concentrate on your normal business functions. 

Transport & Logistics
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